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wHoosh Hinge Cogitation 

 

wHoosh is the first Module to exfoliate applications through 

evocation rather than contextual gristle.  Former modules 

shaped (tossed) particles into contour by means of a specific 

pivot, i.e., “smelling,” “with,” “the road to ____ road,” etc.   

 

wHoosh activates particles by means of  Meteoric Velocity, the 

sheer gaseous turbulence producing wakes of manifestation. 

 

This galactic linguistic storm can also shift the nature of the 

particle from a one-worded subject (i.e., “plangency,” 

“mermaid,” etc.) to multi-worded, multi-lined Nuclear Spray. 



 

 



O 

well nigh erstwhile the dupery foreclosing on glut – glot 

glottal – guilt careers the tongue no cause for no problem when 

Everything problematic gain gleefully the got counterfeited in a 

refuse bin no sin squealing recognition boot to the shin equal 

distribution shoe-in glorious shore lineswore confining 

splattering smut smothering burbling the tube tuberousness 

malignant to download an afternoon affair rhino charming 

alarming the wilderness imperils carelessness courts smile the 

blacksmithing the smote erstwhile 
 

 

 



O 

wayward 
board chord corded to ward cortex aimlessness alimentation 

bedfellows buoying belies accordion accordance gramophone 

grievances a comeuppance dives hard the trial churly hourly 

wage compensation woos cut-offs carts choruses   warehouses   

castaways reclaimed how do you like your coffee Mr. B oh no 

George you don’t buy dandelions this time of year lost roads 

offer  

gestation gesture 

wildly 

 



o 

ambi-dex-Terity        loosens locutions tribulation on the road to a fine 

dinner party pack in as much silverware as you can manners mannishly the 

fifth dimension clarity denied  plateworthy status all those yummy 

grasshoppers to feed remorse tails trails a function most Westerners cut 

off the head taste is a rambunction caboosed to the trilobite ne’er the 

matter to mutter materializations stump the ambiwil(y)ling even keeping 

fit a round for cereal demonstrations stand-ins stand-offs stiff skiff 

stillwater & aubergine arachnoid complexity culls the weak perversifies the 

under-qualified what gives the right to you you the right to give what     

transparencies a form of recklessness nary the chary caring a remonstrance 

furtive no longer 

 

 

 



O 

whereuPon bewildering beguilement supposed identity the 

unraveling in hurry to the station train might be barbells 

pumping fuel slippage the filling tanks lachrymose wary 

overdose cherries this time of wily decorates decorum-istically 

drizzles anachronistic sinisterism late with digits bauble-smirks 

traditional mannerisms prevail during a drought do you always 

go around in slippers Mr. R? roughage & earth supreme John 

don’t you know harborage is no longer a natural reaction in this 

era of populismpupilism the #2 pencil suffices in most instances 

ratatouille delectable melon seasonal sectional occasional bring  
lips  

to  

fish 



o 

extraORDiNARily extracts cover a choice of convicts 

convictions imprisoned in uniformity garb cloister barbs flutter 

fuchsia foam lavender orthodontics circuits override trouble in 

the lowlands loiter girth non-apparently disappearance mistrials 

posture posthumous morbidity postcard watchers glee-chutes 

choice juice barons polish cinderellas now blasphemous 

bedridden with loam with Hardy novels deleted from 

curriculums lamp posts squirmy jettison slime eel-cakes flame-

riddles gavotte the grasses hymn 

risings whorl  

mongering 



o 

oFtentimes the slip skid-skedaddles run amok untucks 

thunderstruck deciphering anecdotes a moat bunches piled till 

kingdom come comeuppance insubstantially Hal a fair weather 

friend until the end that brutal finish code of wheel dubiousness 

an enterprise a lurch a mulch for lunch keepsakes on the quick 

quirk smirk tremulous with mirth smell embellishes pathfinder 

so much about 
loneliness 

                     & 

bathing 

 

 



o 

a moat a mi(t)(ght)e a stroke a si(gh)t(e) 
tingling delicious   -- ly --  light 

ly – gladful glee  -- ly --  grinning matrixes naughtify notary 

notify cuirass cunning clarity plates canary cage glean copper 

ersatz gleam stepping exercises oblique on the shores of  

snoopery mopping in a troubled time detritus & lime dutifully 

juice dandelion dust porcine percolative steady in the myth of 

ta(i)l(e) trumpery miles thumbs the blue spaniel a blue fin tuna 

can sell for over $800,000.00 cogitation a latter day vacuity 

sinisterism saddled bedlam in the fracture despair when the 

hand 

fails 

 



o 

temporALity muse abuse clues guttural non-promissory 

fade in fade out pearl settings roustabout quicksilver 

sounding bound liveries bounding gap flushing filtrative 

mustache pilfer dear credenza show me your drawers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



O 

aPParently a peer a  f(l)ount a flux f  o  r  m  u  l  a  t  i  n  g 

contour come to fore a peek a posture a postulate presencing 

presen-cing manifestationaly announcement prelude pour wisp 

mate warble dispatch aperture bore hatch latch loose lark warp 

glide pick a path sideways roadside surmise pedicure sunrise 

spit spat spot sport spore aC 
tually 

 

 

 

 



o 

oCCAISonAlly there serves scores sears a severance spot a spit 

upon the hill cliff the tempest in repose rune insubordination & 

gallimaufry accumulations hardy preliminaries primarily 

palimony priorities muff wires pitfall cheers shears 

comeuppance galore one takes stock of oneself a delivery of 

sorts a parcel inadvertently contagious trespass chimeras 

causation calamity parallels I keep tellin Mike but Mike don’t 

want to hear it inconsistenciescellophanecarousels clutch 

gardens abridgement  

abetting troublesome 

to get 

 



O 

 

rarely hardly if ever seldom seen the purview short shorn of 

latch crazy with the gravy easy on the mellow driving directions 

to your homepage in this time of spite off the light rapiers sleek 

silky subtly keen a forage near dear darling of the dank 

rapscallion prank opportunities in the buff delectations 

deliciously dolorous fold enough’s enough huff & puff grab by 

the scruff if hardly 

if ever 

 

 

 

 



O 

HARdly a moment goes by that I don’t think of even the way 

you kissed me 
off when I made that minor infraction erring a malcontent 

displeasure causing febrility slurps rhinoceros teeth cacophonies 

trash-scraping bins piled high in Majorca pitter-patters frostbite 

bastion groundlings trouble in the streets vampires vamp the 

wires speech dysprosody non-representation bewilders the handy  

preposterous the notion of ambiguity right turns lead to the 

right 

 

 

 



o 

obviousLy there comes a time when satisfaction no longer 

matters annuls high maintenance derelict benefaction disarray 

lobes observance peculiarizes the intrinsically insignificant 

wears upon the bearer peremptory strikers bell otters 

miniaturized dendrites magnified blunt instruments bone 

dissipates automatons zippering bland blandishments unworthy 

putrefying raise a call to leopard skin to paw radicalism tooth 

uterus skull totem fire twig perch bombinate bizarre landings 

restorations holying lazing among keyboards bass clarinets notes 

made of algae  
 

of silt 

 



o 

trying to understand why anyone would play the upright bass 

lug the heft of  
bring porting belly full over belt supported instrument (to be 

upright, supported) leaning lean to toward cooperation largeness 

incline with/to unison warp dance accept(ing) uplift bring to 

position alteration skeletal stance rudiments nutrition tendon 

bake cumbersome overhaul    hold 

tenacity     tenderness     holding hike hug hide a hideaway 

holding hides 

away 

disappearance        

 



O 

if ever there was a cause revolution   sign   intent   deserving 

catalyst 

 frankly speaking forcibly  observe preemptive saintly sailing on 

the Thames hermaphrodite suage defocus brume mood 

spillovers equations no longer respectable yet recalcitrant 

remaking of treaty entreaty testify remaking chicanery knave 

poltroon adipostic symbiosis no longer available painful so 

remote  

breaths upon the mist 

there is justification 
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